
GETTING BACK ON TRACK AFTER COVID

RESET !
 A bespoke training and coaching programme for lawyers

www.helenconway.com/reset
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ARE YOU READY TO TRANSITION TO YOUR 'NEW NORMAL'? 



We have  all just lived through a period of immense disruption. It has
changed how we work, has altered relationships with colleagues and
clients and has impacted on our personal lives. Now we are seeing light at
the end of the tunnel, but nothing will simply snap back to being how it
was before, because our experience has changed us and our firms.  

This  five  step RESET! programme, tailored to your individual needs
helps you plan for the transition we will have to make from our
pandemic work situation to our own version of a 'new normal'. 
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UNDERSTAND 

The psychological  and business impact of
the pandemic experience on you and your
workforce.

Where COVID has left you and your firm 
and where you want to get to in the future

The steps you need to take next

How to recover from the bad experiences 
and  gain from the good ones.

Are you equipped to successfully
transition to 'a new normal'? 
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How the programme works 

The delivery can be tailored to your exact needs but the programme always
consists of five steps. It's designed based on proven models of coaching  and
psychological change and will enable you to both process and evaluate the
changes you have had forced on you and to design the deliberate change
you want to make as we transition out of the pandemic.

Step 1:  Reflect and Realign

Step 2: Evaluate and Establish 

Step 3: Success and Steps Forward 

Step 4: Embody and Establish 

Step 5: Transition and Track

Learn and use the Gibbs' model of reflective practice to consider your
pandemic experiences.  What exactly did you experience? 
Learn the psychology of how the pandemic may have affected you and
how you can realign.  

Evaluate your experiences -what was positive what was negative? 
Consider the definition of trauma and if it (surprisingly!) applies to you.
Start to establish intentions for the future. What will you leave, keep or
revert to? 

Draw up your own definition of success for you and your firm. What does it 
 mean to have successfully survived the pandemic? What do you want your
post-pandemic business or life to look like given all you have learned?
Plan the steps it will take to get you there,

Learn the psychological models of how change works.
Learn somatic techniques to help you embody personal  change .
Learn how to develop new habits and make them stick. 
Understand the importance of thoughtand mindsets of mindsets.

Learn the Bridges model of transitions.
Consider how to track your progress.  
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How the programme is delivered 

UNDERSTAND 

Group coaching and training 
Six hours face to face training (one full or two half days)

Group discussions
Individual reflective exercises

Full work book
Prompts for extra (optional) reflective exercises to take home 

Ideal to reset a firm's culture, regroup a department or to facliate 
strategy discussions by leadership teams 

Individual coaching programme 
Five hourly one to one sessions

Full work book
Tailored optional exercises for between sessions  

 
 
 
 

Ideal  for individuals wishing to reflect on their own career or
for firms wishing to invest in the development of individual

members of staff.
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Hybrid programme 
 A six hour group session for all participants focusing on the firm's

experience and future development
Follow up private one on one sessions for individual particpants 

Full workbook
Optional after session exercises

Ideal for ensuring lawyers are able to consider both the
corporate and personal relevance of the course. May also be

used as a follow up to the group course to ensure the course is
fully absorbed and applied. 

Choose between one of the following three modes of delivery:
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The practicalities 

Group programme cost : 

The programme is specifically designed to prepare firms and
individuals to transition out of their pandemic situation and as such
will initially be delivered by Zoom only.

In due course in person delivery may be possible depending any
remaining covid restrictions and vaccination status. Fees will remain
the same but additional travel costs and expenses may be incurred
depending on location. Please contact me directly for details. 

There is no VAT chargeable on any costs.

£950  (maximum 15 delegates per session to allow for
discussion)  

Individual programme cost : 

£750 per person for five hourly sessions
£1125 per person for five ninty minute sessions

Hybrid  programme cost : 

£950 for the group element plus £150 per hour for any
individual sessions added. 



About me 
I am a coach and Family Law supervisor. I was a  full-time District Judge
for ten years  and prior to that both a solicitor and barrister. I have over
over twenty years experience of providing training or conference speaking
to the major UK CPD providers, Liverpool University the Judicial College and
in-house to solicitors firms. I have also  spoken at the Judicial College of
Victoria and for Changemakers, both in Melbourne, Australia.

I currently have my own coaching and  training business and am also an
Associate Coach at JSA Psychotherapy and a trainer with Professional
Training Ltd. I write for  a range of publications such as the Law Society
Gazette and Counsel Magazine. 

 
I hold a law degree, an M.Phil in Criminology, an MA in Creative Writing and
more recently gained an ICF accredited Diploma in Personal Development
Coaching from the The Coaching Academy and a P.G Cert in
Psychosynthesis and Leadership Coaching from the University of Middlesex
.

Contact details:
Website: www.helenconway.com
Email: helen@helenconway.com
 
LinkedIn: helenconwaycoaching
Facebook: helenconwaycoaching
Twitter @studioconway
 

 
 


